Application
Note

SEMI-AUTOMATED CONDITION MONITORING OF PIPELINES MADE
POSSIBLE
With 90 percent of international trade transported aboard over
100,000 commercial vessels, merchant shipping is at the core of
our global economy; this was acutely evident with the impact of
the ship stuck in the Suez Canal in early 2021. Over the decades,
ongoing innovations in vessel size, propulsion, construction
materials, design specialization, and automation systems
have helped to power the growth of maritime freight traffic.

For marine operators in relentlessly competitive international
waters, minimizing fuel consumption is a matter of economic
survival. Newer reduced-sulfur fuels aimed at diminishing harmful
emissions, especially when it comes to cargo-standard bunker
fuel, are simply not as efficient as their predecessors. Therefore,
no matter how clean the diesel or marine fuel oil may be, the real
challenge that remains is how to use less of it.
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THE CHALLENGE
—

THE SOLUTION
—

THE BENEFITS
—

Gain a better understanding of internal
pipeline conditions referencing tangible
data results collected over long distances.

Commercially available pipe
inspection robot enables integration
of complementary technologies for
comprehensive dataset.

Digital twin 3D model with visual overlay
of inspection data pinned allows periodic
repetition of inspection, and therefore,
semi-automated corrosion monitoring.

The Challenge
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The immediate challenge that an internal pipeline inspection
overcomes is the ability to bypass flanges, supports, insulation,
and coatings that prevent a long-distance external survey. In
addition, many pipes are often buried which means that the asset
owner would need to undergo costly excavation. On the contrary,
elevated pipelines introduce the additional expense of erecting
scaffolding or requiring rope access which further invites safety
risks.

The ability to obtain more than just visual data for pipelines
under inspection is becoming more and more crucial. Collecting
additional ultrasonics or eddy current testing data has become
a common request for these inspections using robotic crawlers.
Unfortunately, the majority of solutions available cannot
incorporate these technologies or can only integrate over short
distances. As such, solutions have historically been limited to
custom solutions with low volume, long turnaround times, high
maintenance costs, and even higher prices.

The Solution
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The VersaTrax™ represents a family of pipe inspection robotic
crawlers that can endure hazardous environments and traverse
long distances, the standard VersaTrax 320 able to penetrate up
to one kilometer (3,300 feet) from a single access point. Custom
solutions help clients like Interactive Pipe Inspection truly go the
distance. When their Lake St. Louis project required locating and
inspecting 11,280 meters (37,000 feet) of sewer lines under the
lake with only one onshore manhole access, they turned to Eddyfi
Technologies Center of Excellence for Robotics (formerly Inuktun).
With a requirement to deliver a solution for pulling 1,200 meters
(4,000 feet) of cable to inspect 200-millimeter (8-inch) pipes,
the client confirmed that the long-distance robot was successful.
Another case study featuring inspection of a fully
submerged water intake tunnel is available here.

The Benefits

Beyond integration of in-house technologies for ultrasonic
testing and eddy current testing requirements, the VersaTrax has
a proven record of employing underwater laser scanners by
Voyis Imaging (formerly 2G Robotics). Rugged tracks provide the
stable platform required to integrate and employ additional
sensors and tooling to reliably collect precisely the
information
needed
for
better
informed
decisions.
Interactive Pipe Inspection employ their custom crawler
with the ULS-200 scanner when high accuracy underwater
profiling is required. When it comes to building validation,
pipe ovality measurement, and anomaly inspection, Voyis
underwater laser scanners offer precise data inside pipes, and
Eddyfi Technologies robotic inspection crawler systems get
clients where they need to go to see the whole picture.
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With inspection robots previously used for visual inspection now able to integrate a comprehensive portfolio of sensors featuring best
in-house technology but also third-party integrations as demonstrated with Voyis’ solutions, long-distance pipe inspections benefit
from a complete dataset. High resolution 3D models allow for detailed and efficient assessments with a real-time and true-scale 3D
model generation in live data stream. Integrity engineers can refer back to this digital twin for analysis and trends that enable a robust
risk management program.

